Species tree reconstruction has been a subject of substantial research due to its central role across biology and medicine. A species tree is often reconstructed using a set of gene trees or by directly using sequence data. In either of these cases, one of the main confounding phenomena is the discordance between a species tree and a gene tree due to evolutionary events such as duplications and losses. Probabilistic methods can resolve the discordance by coestimating gene trees and the species tree but this approach poses a scalability problem for larger data sets. We present MixTreEM-DLRS: A twophase approach for reconstructing a species tree in the presence of gene duplications and losses. In the first phase, MixTreEM, a novel structural expectation maximization algorithm based on a mixture model is used to reconstruct a set of candidate species trees, given sequence data for monocopy gene families from the genomes under study. In the second phase, PrIME-DLRS, a method based on the DLRS model (Åkerborg O, Sennblad B, Arvestad L, Lagergren J. 2009. Simultaneous Bayesian gene tree reconstruction and reconciliation analysis. Proc Natl Acad Sci U S A. 106(14):5714-5719), is used for selecting the best species tree. PrIME-DLRS can handle multicopy gene families since DLRS, apart from modeling sequence evolution, models gene duplication and loss using a gene evolution model (Arvestad L, Lagergren J, Sennblad B. 2009. The gene evolution model and computing its associated probabilities. J ACM. 56(2):1-44). We evaluate MixTreEM-DLRS using synthetic and biological data, and compare its performance with a recent genome-scale species tree reconstruction method PHYLDOG (Boussau B, Sz€ oll} osi GJ, Duret L, Gouy M, Tannier E, Daubin V. 2013. Genomescale coestimation of species and gene trees. Genome Res. 23(2):323-330) as well as with a fast parsimony-based algorithm Duptree (Wehe A, Bansal MS, Burleigh JG, Eulenstein O. 2008. Duptree: a program for large-scale phylogenetic analyses using gene tree parsimony. Bioinformatics 24(13):1540-1541). Our method is competitive with PHYLDOG in terms of accuracy and runs significantly faster and our method outperforms Duptree in accuracy. The analysis constituted by MixTreEM without DLRS may also be used for selecting the target species tree, yielding a fast and yet accurate algorithm for larger data sets. MixTreEM is freely available at http://prime. scilifelab.se/mixtreem/.
Introduction
Many disciplines in life sciences, directly or indirectly, utilize evolutionary relations among species, making species tree inference one of the central problems in evolutionary biology. Although computational approaches to species tree inference have been devised during the last few decades (Michener and Sokal 1957; Edwards and Cavalli-Sforza 1963; Fitch 1971; Tajima 1983; Nei 1987; Wu 1991; Maddison 1997; Page and Charleston 1997) , the interest in such methods seems to be ever increasing (Rannala and Yang 2003; Edwards et al. 2007; Heled and Drummond 2010; Yu et al. 2011; Bryant et al. 2012; Boussau et al. 2013 ). This trend has many explanations such as advances in sequencing technology as well as in computational and modeling methodology. In spite of all the work in this domain, many challenges remain to be overcome before we, to a satisfactory extent, can reconstruct and capitalize on the "Tree of Life."
Classically, a species tree has been reconstructed by taking a single gene from each species of interest, letting the gene represent the corresponding species, and constructing a tree using some type of tree reconstruction method, for example, a distance-based, a parsimony-based, or a probabilistic method. There are, perhaps, two main problems with this approach: 1) A gene has limited length, so stochastic effects may lead to incorrect reconstruction; and 2) the reconstructed tree is actually a gene tree that may differ from the corresponding species tree due to several types of evolutionary events, that is, gene duplication, gene loss, lateral gene transfer (LGT), and incomplete lineage sorting. These events often affect the gene tree but not the species tree and ß The Author 2015. Published by Oxford University Press on behalf of the Society for Molecular Biology and Evolution. All rights reserved. For permissions, please e-mail: journals.permissions@oup.com therefore give rise to discordance between the gene tree and the species tree. Note that here we define the species tree as the cell lineage tree. Figure 1 illustrates example scenarios with some of these events demonstrating how discordance may occur between a gene tree and a species tree.
Concatenation of genes from several gene families is a straightforward and common approach to obtain longer sequences (Driskell et al. 2004) , that is, less prone to the problem (1). It also works well in many cases; see, for example, . However, for the same reasons as gene trees may be incongruent to a species tree, they may be incongruent to each other. Concatenation is susceptible to being misled by nonphylogenetic signals (Philippe et al. 2011) . One can attempt to evade this by carefully selecting gene families consisting of orthologous genes. Unfortunately, although there are many frequently applied ortholog identification methods, finding orthologs is hard and best done relative to a species tree , so the best combination of methods actually gives rise to circularity (Nakhleh 2013) .
Another way to base species tree reconstruction on multiple gene families is to first reconstruct individual gene trees and then attempt to find the species tree that best explains the gene trees, say, based on a parsimony criterion minimizing some subset of the incongruence-creating events (Maddison 1997; Hallett and Lagergren 2000; Than and Nakhleh 2009; Tofigh et al. 2011; Boussau et al. 2013) or some other criterion (RoyChoudhury et al. 2008; Heled and Drummond 2010) . However, gene trees are better reconstructed by speciestree-aware methods (Åkerborg et al. 2009; Sennblad and Lagergren 2009; Rasmussen and Kellis 2011) , that is, methods using the given species tree to guide the reconstruction of gene phylogeny, leading again to a circularity problem. In principle, this circularity may be circumvented by performing simultaneous inference of gene trees and the species tree. In practice, however, there are efficiency problems that, at least yet, limit this approach to relatively few families (Heled and Drummond 2010) or force method developers to make substantial simplifications of the models as well as to resort to heuristic inference (Sz€ oll} osi et al. 2012; Boussau et al. 2013) .
Thus, there is a scalability-accuracy dilemma. A trade-off between scalability and accuracy may be accomplished by a two-phase approach in which 1) a scalable method based on genome scale data delivers a set of candidate species trees and 2) an accurate method based on a faithful model of FIG. 1. An illustration of gene tree discordance with the species tree due to two different evolutionary processes. In both subfigures, on the left, gene tree evolution within the species tree is shown whereas, on the right, the resulting gene tree is shown for comparison with the species tree. (A) Gene duplication occurs prior to the root of the species tree. This results in two copies of each gene in the genome out of which y1 is subsequently lost. (B) LGT of a gene from a species Z to a species Y.
LGT occurs in both prokaryotes and eukaryotes and is the major mechanism for importing new genes into asexual species (Nakhleh 2013). evolution is used to select the candidate tree that best explains the genomic data.
We follow this approach and propose a two-phase method. In the first phase, we use an unsupervised learning approach for species tree inference using a probabilistic mixture model. Our method Mixture of Trees using Expectation Maximization (MixTreEM) takes as input a set of gene families and outputs a probable set of candidate species trees. To compute a probable set of species trees in the mixture model, we use a set of monocopy families. Intuitively, the algorithm attempts to group the gene families into clusters that have a common evolutionary history, that is, that have evolved according to a common gene tree and, consequently, when concatenated could be used to infer that tree. When we have a sufficiently large set of candidate species trees then every gene families is explained reasonable well by at least one candidate tree. By explaining we mean that the tree has high likelihood. We assume implicitly that one of the candidate trees corresponds to the "true" species tree. If some evolutionary events cause a gene family (or more precisely the corresponding gene tree) to be discordant with the "true" species tree, then it is explained by one of the other candidate trees. This allows us to speed up computations by, for each candidate tree, using a simple model of evolution that does not take into account duplications, losses, incomplete lineage sorting, or LGT. Although we do not explicitly model all relevant evolutionary events, our experiments show that our approach works well in practice. This phase will be referred to as the "clustering phase."
To find a set of probable candidate species trees, MixTreEM relies on a variant of the widely used expectation maximization (EM) algorithm. The idea is to iteratively repeat two steps: First, in the so-called E-step one computes weights for each family with respect to each candidate tree in the current set. Then, in the so-called M-step one uses the weights computed in the E-step to obtain a new set of candidate species trees using an optimized version of SEMPHY, a structural EM algorithm for phylogenetic inference devised by Friedman et al. (2002) .
In the second phase, we use the species-tree-aware gene reconstruction method PrIME-DLRS (Åkerborg et al. 2009 ) for selecting the best tree from the set of candidate species trees using the gene family data. Consequently, this phase will be referred to as the "selection phase." The PrIME-DLRS method is based on a model containing gene duplication and loss as well as rate variation and sequence evolution. It can therefore be applied to both monocopy and multicopy gene families that have been exposed to gene duplication and loss. Thus, the computationally demanding steps of assessing every species tree using a comprehensive model and advanced inference machinery are evaded. Instead, the first phase selects a few probable trees that are subsequently evaluated using the full model. Unfortunately, for large data sets even assessing a small set of candidate trees may be impractical. However, in this case it is also possible to skip the second phase and use the best explaining tree (BET) selected among the trees reconstructed in the first phase; The BET will be defined in the next section.
Although our method is novel, there are some methods that apply related ideas to construct species trees. Specifically, there exist methods that cluster gene families. However, none of the following methods uses a mixture model. BUCKy (An e et al. 2006; Larget et al. 2010 ) uses a Bayesian model to compute posterior probabilities for mappings from gene families to gene trees and summarizing them using concordance trees. CONCATERPILLAR (Leigh et al. 2007 ), on the other hand, uses statistical tests to hierarchically cluster genes to groups that share evolutionary history. Recently, Mirarab, Bayzid, Boussau, et al. (2014) presented a statistical binning method. First, their method learns individual gene trees. Then, similar genes trees (and corresponding genes) are pooled into bins with a help of an incompatibility graph, concatenated into supergenes. Next, a gene tree is learned for each supergene. Finally, gene trees are combined to produce a final species tree.
New Approaches
MixTreEM uses a clustering approach based on a generative probabilistic mixture model to reconstruct a set of k candidate species trees given a set of n monocopy gene families. The number of species trees k is given a priori but several values are used in the clustering phase.
In the mixture model terminology (Murphy 2012) , given n gene families F and k species trees S, 1) each species tree S j 2 S corresponds to a cluster, 2) each gene family F i 2 F corresponds to an observation, and 3) the probability of F i belonging to S j , given the current parameters, is the responsibility score r ij which intuitively is the proximity of family F i to species tree S j .
We describe our mixture model and some of its probability computations in the next section. That is, we describe the "clustering" phase where MixTreEM is used for reconstructing a set of candidate species trees. This is followed by a description of the "selection" phase where PrIME-DLRS (Åkerborg et al. 2009 ) is used to select the best tree out of the set of candidate species trees from the clustering phase. A derivation and a description of the structural EM algorithm of Friedman et al. (2002) , used in the M-step of MixTreEM, is given in the Materials and Methods section.
The Generative Mixture Model
We now describe a generative mixture model in which different gene families may be generated by different candidate species trees.
We assume that the data F consist of n gene families, that is, F ¼ ðF 1 ; F 2 ;. . .; F n Þ; the sequences within a gene family are assumed to be aligned. Further, we assume that there are k candidate species trees S ¼ ðS 1 ; S 2 ;. . .; S k Þ such that each gene family was generated from one of them. Let Z i be a random variable that takes a value c when gene family F i was generated from species tree S c ; we use notation Z ¼ ðZ 1 ; Z 2 ;. . .; Z n Þ to denote the collection of these cluster membership variables.
The distribution of Z i for all i 2 ½n is a categorical distribution with parameter ¼ ð 1 ; 2 ;. . .; k Þ where P k c¼1 c ¼ 1. We assume that the cluster membership variables are independent of each other a priori, that is, PðZÞ ¼ Q n i¼1 PðZ i Þ. The gene family F i is generated using a species tree determined by the variable Z i . For this, we use the model for sequence evolution by Friedman et al. (2002) with parameters Â; the model is described in more detail in the Materials and Methods section.
Given the cluster membership variables, the gene families are generated independently from the mixture, so
where 1fZ i ¼ cg is an indicator function that takes value 1 if Z i = c and is otherwise zero. Using the observation that the cluster membership variables are independent a priori and equation (1), we can compute the responsibility score r i;c of cluster (or species tree) S c for its member (or gene family) F i as the conditional probability of the latent variable Z i = c given gene family F i and the set of species trees S, that is,
We can extend this to a Bayesian model by introducing priors on the candidate species trees and the parameters, that is, PðSÞ and PðÞ.
In this article, we assume that parameters Â are fixed. Furthermore, F is observed and S as well as is unknown. We use a shorthand M ¼ ð; SÞ to denote a model.
The Clustering Phase: MixTreEM
In the clustering phase, we find a set of candidate species trees S given the data, that is, observed gene families F. Formally, we want to compute arg max S PðF j SÞ:
Even finding one highly probable species tree S for one gene family F is nontrivial. In fact, finding a maximum-likelihood tree is an NP-complete problem (Chor and Tuller 2006) . Therefore, we resort to approximate methods; more specifically, we employ the EM paradigm to find a probable set of candidate species trees. It is also possible to extend our model to a Bayesian model and instead compute a maximum a posteriori (MAP) set of candidate species trees. In this section, our EM algorithm named MixTreEM is described on a high level whereas a more detailed derivation is given in the Materials and Methods section.
MixTreEM is designed to find a probable set of candidate species trees with respect to the mixture model described in the previous section. It takes as input a set of n gene families F and, optionally, a set of k initial species trees S 0 (otherwise k random trees are used).
MixTreEM proceeds in an iterative fashion using an EM algorithm, which is a popular optimization algorithm that improves the likelihood in every iteration leading to a local optimum. When using the EM algorithm one usually divides the unknown variables into two groups: Hidden variables and parameters. The goal is to find maximum-likelihood values for the parameters. One iteration of a standard EM algorithm consists of two steps. In the E-step, one computes the expected values for hidden variables given the current parameter values and then uses these values to compute the sufficient statistics for parameters. In the M-step, one finds the maximum-likelihood parameter values while keeping the sufficient statistics computed in the E-step fixed. These steps are repeated until the values do not change (or the change is smaller than some user-defined threshold).
MixTreEM works as follows. In the jth iteration, the following steps are repeated for each of the candidate species tree S jÀ1 c 2 S jÀ1 ; c 2 ½k where S jÀ1 denotes the set of species trees reconstructed in ðj À 1Þth iteration.
In the E-step, responsibility scores r j i;c are computed for each gene family F i 2 F; i 2 ½n and S jÀ1 according to equation (2). This generates a weight for each pair between gene families and species trees. Then, a weighted alignment of gene families is produced for each species tree; an alignment A j i;c for gene family F i is weighted by r j i;c . Based on the weighted alignments, the SEMPHY methodology (Friedman et al. 2002 ) is used to derive a sufficient statistics for substitutions over all possible links in S jÀ1 c where a link is defined as an edge between any (internal or leaf) pair of nodes in the species tree. In the M-step, a new set of candidate trees is obtained. For each tree, weights for all possible links are obtained from the sufficient statistics. The links induce a weighted directed graph in which a maximum-weighted directed tree is found using Edmonds' algorithm. As in Friedman et al. (2002) and Tofigh et al. (2011) , this maximum weighted directed tree is converted into a bifurcated tree which gives a new tree S j c . The joint log-likelihood of the so obtained S j is compared with that of S jÀ1 in order to assess convergence. Formally, if
the process continues to the next iteration; otherwise, the algorithm outputs S j . Note that the number of candidate species trees k was given by the modeler. For selecting a good value for k, we use the model-based cluster selection (MCS) method whose steps are outlined in Algorithm 1 and the explanation is given in the Materials and Methods section.
The Selection Phase
In the selection phase, the best candidate species tree is selected out of the set of k candidate species trees reconstructed in the clustering phase. We have two ways to select the best candidate tree where in both cases the tree having the highest value of the likelihood among the set is selected. In MixTreEM-DLRS, we use the likelihoods computed according to PrIME-DLRS (Åkerborg et al. 2009 ). In MixTreEM, we use the likelihoods computed in the clustering phase according to SEMPHY (Friedman et al. 2002) .
MixTreEM-DLRS-Based Selection
As it is desirable to base the selection of the best species tree on all gene families, those following it exactly as well as those deviating due to, say, duplications and losses, we formulate the selection as a maximum-likelihood problem with respect to the DLRS model, solved using the species-tree-aware gene tree reconstruction method PrIME-DLRS (Åkerborg et al. 2009 ) as follows. The best tree is
where DðSÞ, that is, the log-likelihood of the species tree S, is computed according to the DLRS model and the maximum is taken over the species trees identified by MixTreEM in the clustering phase. The DLRS and its preceding models (DL and DLR) are briefly described in the supplementary material, Supplementary Material online, where we also describe the associated Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)-based framework of Åkerborg et al. (2009) . For an in-depth description of the DLRS model, its components, and the related algorithms, the reader is referred to Arvestad et al. (2004 Arvestad et al. ( , 2009 ) and Åkerborg et al. (2009) .
MixTreEM-Based Selection
We observed in synthetic data analysis that the tree having the highest likelihood among the reconstructed trees in the clustering phase has usually the smallest Robinson-Foulds (RF) distance to the true tree and, in most cases, was also the same tree as the one selected in MixTreEM-DLRS-based selection. We call the most likely tree from the clustering phase as the BET. Formally, the BET, denoted as S
where LðSÞ denotes the log-likelihood according to the MixTreEM model of the species tree S, and the maximum is taken over the k trees identified by MixTreEM in the clustering phase.
Results
We evaluated MixTreEM-DLRS and MixTreEM using both synthetic and biological data and benchmarked it with a recently devised probabilistic genome-scale species tree inference method named PHYLDOG (Boussau et al. 2013 ) and a fast parsimony-based method Duptree (Wehe et al. 2008) . For biological results, we used MixTreEM-DLRS to reconstruct the mammalian phylogeny and compared it with 1) the species tree reconstructed by PHYLDOG (Boussau et al. 2013 ) and 2) the Ensembl species tree used to build the Compara database (Flicek et al. 2011 ).
Synthetic Data Analysis

Data Generation
We generated three sets of synthetic gene families, referred to here as OPTIC (9 species), DROSOPHILA (12 species), and MAMMAL (36 species), using parameters from the biological data. To demonstrate the scalability of MixTreEM and the performance of BET, we generated a synthetic data set having 60 species referred to as BIG. Next, we will describe the models and parameter values that were used. All parameter values as well as sequence evolution models are summarized in table 1. The species tree structures are shown in the supplementary material, Supplementary Material online.
The data generation process was as follows. For DROSOPHILA and BIG, a species tree was generated using a birth-death process with the parameters birth-rate (ST) and death-rate (ST) in table 1; For OPTIC and MAMMAL, we used a fixed species tree. Then, a gene tree was generated using a birth-death process with the parameters birth-rate (GT) and death-rate (GT) in table 1 for each gene family. Then, sequences were generated using the gene tree and the given model of evolution (Seq Evol Model in table 1). We used independent and identically distributed gamma-distributed (with mean and variance given by the parameters mean and variance in table 1) sequence evolution across gene tree edges for a relaxed molecular clock.
For OPTIC, we used the species tree reported by Mahmudi et al. (2013) ; the tree was acquired using the MAPDP (Åkerborg et al. 2008 ) analysis of vertebrates data (Heger and Ponting 2008) ; species trees are shown in supplementary figure S3, Supplementary Material online. For generating gene families in OPTIC, we used parameters of the gene evolution and sequences evolution of the same data, obtained from a posterior generated according to the DLRS model (Åkerborg et al. 2009 ).
For DROSOPHILA, we first generated a species tree using birth and death rates from Rasmussen and Kellis (2007) ; species trees are shown in supplementary figures S4-S23, Supplementary Material online. Gene families were generated using parameters of the gene and sequence evolution obtained from a posterior generated according to the DLRS model. For MAMMAL, we used the species tree reconstructed by Boussau et al. (2013) using PHYLDOG; the species tree is shown in supplementary figure S1, Supplementary Material online. Also the gene and sequence evolution parameters were obtained from Boussau et al. (2013) .
For BIG, we generated a species tree and a corresponding gene tree using a birth-death process; species trees are shown in supplementary figures S24-S33, Supplementary Material online. The sequence data corresponding to each gene tree were generated using a gamma-distributed edge rate model.
Note that for DROSOPHILA and BIG we generated a new species tree for each of the simulations whereas for OPTIC and MAMMAL we used one fixed species tree topology.
An alignment length of 400 bp was used for synthetic sequences in BIG whereas 300 bp were used for the other data sets. Protein sequences were generated for OPTIC and DROSOPHILA, whereas DNA sequences were generated for MAMMAL and BIG. We generated 30 gene families for OPTIC, DROSOPHILA, and MAMMAL and 20 gene families for BIG.
For actual gene tree and/or species tree generation, we used beep_generateTree whereas for sequence generation we used beep_generateSeqData. Both of these programs are distributed as part of PrIME C++ library ) which is freely available at http://prime.scilifelab. se/. A recent Java implementation named JPrIME ) containing similar programs may also be used. JPrIME is open source and available at https://code.google. com/p/jprime/.
Benchmarks
In the tests, we used two versions of our software: MixTreEM-DLRS and MixTreEM. Both versions conduct the clustering phase. The difference is that MixTreEM-DLRS selects a species tree based on the DLRS model whereas MixTreEM chooses the BET. The number of candidate species trees in the clustering phase was chosen using the MCS method (described in Materials and Methods section). The candidate species trees returned in the first phase are unrooted. Therefore, we rooted them using outgroup-based rooting before the selection phase.
The DLRS method uses MCMC sampling to estimate a posterior. We run the MCMC sampler for 1.5 million iterations for OPTIC and DROSOPHILA and 3 million iterations for MAMMAL; DLRS was not run for BIG. For all data sets, the burn-in period constituted 25% of the total number of iterations and we thinned the chain by storing only every 100th sample.
We used three benchmark methods: SEMPHY, PHYLDOG, and Duptree.
We used SEMPHY (Friedman et al. 2002 ) as a baseline method. As MixTreEM uses SEMPHY as a subroutine, this is equal to running MixTreEM with only one cluster.
The second benchmark is PHYLDOG (Boussau et al. 2013 ), a state-of-the-art genome-scale method for coestimation of gene trees and the species tree. PHYLDOG is a probabilistic model and it models duplications and losses. PHYLDOG takes gene families as input and reconstructs both a species tree and gene trees. It iteratively proposes a species tree and then assesses it using the gene family data. We set topology optimization to true, which, though considerably timeconsuming, enables the method to better explore the species tree space.
With MixTreEM, MixTreEM-DLRS, and PHYLDOG, we used JTT (Jones, Taylor, and Thorton) as the protein sequence evolution model and JC69 as the DNA evolution model.
We compared MixTreEM also with the fast and scalable heuristic Duptree (Wehe et al. 2008) , which is a tool for inferring species trees from a set of gene trees. Duptree uses gene tree parsimony (GTP) approach. We infer the input gene trees using RAxML (Stamatakis 2014) which is a fast heuristic for finding gene trees with high likelihood.
Tree Reconstruction Performance
We performed 20 simulations for OPTIC and DROSOPHILA, and 10 simulations for MAMMAL and BIG. We measured the quality of the output by RF distance between the true and the reconstructed species tree. We computed the RF distance for two cases: Rooted and unrooted. In the rooted case, we computed the RF distance between the true species tree (which is rooted) and a rooted reconstructed tree. In the unrooted case, we unrooted the true species tree and computed the RF distance between the unrooted version of the true species tree and an unrooted reconstructed tree. Our method benefits greatly from outgroup-based rooting; the tree was rooted correctly in every simulation. Thus, to have a fair comparison between MixTreEM and PHYLDOG, we concentrate our evaluation on the unrooted RF distances. A summary of the results for each data set is given in the table 2; simulation-by-simulation results are given in supplementary tables S1-S4, Supplementary Material online.
In OPTIC, all methods performed relatively well. PHYLDOG was able to exactly reconstruct 18 unrooted species trees out of 20 whereas MixTreEM and MixTreEM-DLRS reconstructed 17 species trees correctly. The baseline method managed to reconstruct the correct species tree 15 times.
In DROSOPHILA, PHYLDOG constructed 16 species trees correctly, whereas MixTreEM, MixTreEM-DLRS and the baseline method constructed 15 and Duptree 14 trees correctly (out of 20).
In MAMMAL, differences between the methods started to show. The baseline method reconstructed 6 of 10 trees correctly. MixTreEM, MixTreEM-DLRS, and PHYLDOG reconstructed five trees correctly. Duptree did not construct any trees correctly and was also clearly worst based on the average RF distance. Surprisingly, the baseline method had the best performance for this data set.
For BIG, we did not run DLRS analysis and PHYLDOG due to their restrictive time requirements. This data set was more challenging than the others and MixTreEM managed to reconstruct correctly only one tree of 10. However, in four simulations there was only one misplaced edge. The baseline method and Duptree did not construct any tree correctly. In terms of the average RF distance, MixTreEM performed somewhat better than the baseline method and they both performed considerably better than Duptree.
Summarizing the results, we observe that, overall, the reconstruction performance of MixTreEM-DLRS and MixTreEM is competitive to that of PHYLDOG. Also the baseline method performs about equally well suggesting that the SEMPHY methodology may be a promising approach. We also note that Duptree performs well for small data sets but its performance deteriorates quickly when data sets grow. Moreover, in majority of the cases, the BET from MixTreEM has the same topology as the final tree selected by MixTreEM-DLRS.
One crucial step in our method is how to choose the number of clusters. We used the MCS method. The MCS method selected a one cluster model 17, 19, 6, and 6 times for OPTIC, DROSOPHILA, MAMMAL, and BIG, respectively. However, in some of these cases one can get a better solution by using more clusters. To this end, we modified the MCS method by setting the minimum number of clusters to 2. This modified method actually improved the results for MixTreEM and MixTreEM-DLRS. If the number of clusters was chosen based on the modified MCS method, MixTreEM correctly found the true species tree 20 times for OPTIC and 17 times for DROSOPHILA outperforming PHYLDOG. The average RF distance dropped for OPTIC, DROSOPHILA, and BIG and stayed the same for MAMMAL. This suggests that the standard MCS may underestimate the number of clusters and that the mixture model helps in many cases.
One of the advantages of MixTreEM is that it produces several trees that can be compared. One interesting question is whether the candidate species trees differ considerably from each other. To this end, we selected the two most likely trees from each simulation and computed the RF distance between them. Because the standard MCS method yielded often a one tree solution, we set the minimum number of trees to 2. The average RF distance between the top two trees was 2.9, 2.2, 14.2, and 23.4 for OPTIC, DROSOPHILA, MAMMAL, and BIG, respectively. This shows that the topologies were similar for the two smaller data sets but differences grew considerably when the data set had more species.
Runtime Performance
There is a remarkable execution time difference between PHYLDOG and MixTreEM-DLRS especially for large data sets. If we base our analysis on BET, the time difference between PHYLDOG and MixTreEM become even more remarkable. For instance, for MAMMAL, we ran PHYLDOG using 24 parallel processes for 25 days. Although the simulations did not converge, we noticed that, in each simulation, only the birth and death parameters were perturbed in the last 5 days so we assumed that the topology had converged. In comparison, for MixTreEM-DLRS, in the clustering phase, the MixTreEM simulations were performed using 16 parallel processes and for the number of candidate species trees equal to 2, 5 and 10 the simulations were completed on average in 5.6, 7.4, and 14 h, respectively. In the selection phase, the DLRS analyses for gene families were completed, on average, in 30-35 h each. As the DLRS analysis for each pair of a gene family and a species tree can be performed independently, all of them were completed within 35-40 h. This makes our overall runtime to be around 2 days which is orders of magnitude faster than that of PHYLDOG (more than 25 days).
In a mixture-model-based method like ours, increasing the number of clusters (candidate species trees) may significantly increase the overall runtime. However, due to the parallel architecture of our software where respective analyses for all candidate species trees are performed concurrently, this has a small effect on the overall runtime. For instance, in BIG the average runtime across all simulations for 2, 5, 10 and 15 candidate species trees was 6, 8.3, 8.9, and 9.7 h, respectively. In other words, for around a 7-fold increase in the number of candidate species trees, there was only a 1.6-fold increase in the overall runtime. On the other hand, for the same data, PHYLDOG could not be used due to nontrivial runtime requirements. Comparing the runtime in table 3, it NOTE.-As, for larger data sets, the BET from the clustering phase may also be used to reconstruct a species tree, the corresponding time is given for the clustering phase only and for both phases.
may be noticed that both MixTreEM-only and MixTreEM-DLRS analyses are more scalable than PHYLDOG. On the other hand, Duptree and RAxML are optimized for speed. For example, the total runtime for OPTIC never exceeded 10 s and the total runtime for BIG never exceeded 20 min. Thus, Duptree+RAxML is superior in terms of running time and scalability when compare with MixTreEM-DLRS.
Biological Data Analysis
The mammalian phylogeny has been one of the actively debated phylogenies in the literature (Madsen et al. 2001; Murphy, Eizirik, Johnson, et al. 2001; Murphy, Eizirik, O'Brien, et al. 2001; Waddell et al. 2001; Amrine-Madsen et al. 2003; Tabuce et al. 2008; Kuntner et al. 2011; Boussau et al. 2013 ) and has mostly well-recognized subclades, but some still need to be resolved. We used MixTreEM-DLRS to reconstruct the mammalian phylogeny, shown in figure 2, using genomic data from Ensembl database v. 57 (Flicek et al. 2011) . Boussau et al. (2013) have previously used PHYLDOG to reconstruct the same phylogeny using the same data; the phylogeny is shown in supplementary figure  S1 , Supplementary Material online. The corresponding species tree used by Ensembl database v. 57 to build the Compara database is given in figure S2 . Although the three phylogenies agree on well-established groupings like the division of Placentalia into four higher order groups namely Euarchontoglires, Laurasiatheria, Afrotheria, and Xenarthra (Tabuce et al. 2008; Kuntner et al. 2011) , our species tree differs from the one reconstructed using PHYLDOG and Ensembl in three subclades (colored red in fig. S1 ). First, our species tree supports the Exafroplacentalia hypothesis for the root of the placental phylogeny by placing Xenarthra as a sibling to Boreoeutheria (the clade consisting of Euarchontoglires and Laurasiatheria) whose least common ancestor (LCA) is a sibling to Afrotheria. This is supported by most large-scale molecular studies including Madsen et al. (2001) , Murphy, Eizirik, Johnson, et al. (2001) , Murphy, Eizirik, O'Brien, et al. (2001) , Waddell et al. (2001) , and Amrine- Madsen et al. (2003) . PHYLDOG and Ensembl, on the other hand, support the Atlantogenata hypothesis by making Afrotheria a sibling of Xenarthra as supported by Kjer and Honeycutt (2007) . Second, our species tree places Chiroptera (Myotis lucifugus and Pteropus vampyrus) as a sibling of the LCA of Carnivora and Perissodactyla which is in accordance with the species tree used by the Ensembl release-57, shown in figure S2 , at the time of publication of Boussau et al. (2013) and with the current species tree used by Ensembl release-75 (accessed August 1, 2014). On the other hand, Chiroptera was placed as a sibling of Artiodactyla by PHYLDOG. Finally, our reconstructed phylogeny places Tupaia belangeri, a tree shrew which is a member of the Scandentia order, as a sibling of Glires whereas the same has been placed as a sibling of Primates by PHYLDOG and Ensembl. A similar classification as ours has been assigned by iGTP (Chaudhary et al. 2010) and Duptree (Wehe et al. 2008) . The position of tree shrews within the mammalian phylogeny has been debated for quite a long time (Clark 1924; Boussau et al. 2013; McKenna and Bell 2013) mainly due to its poor fossil record (Ni and Qiu 2012) .
Discussion
We have demonstrated, using synthetic and biological simulations, that a two-phase approach encompassing a mixture model for the first phase and a DLRS model for the second phase can address both the accuracy and the scalability issues for robust species tree inference. We have showed that a joint investigation of few candidate species trees using a simple model may produce a reliable phylogeny an orderof-magnitude faster compared with investigating the viability of each gene family for each proposed species tree even using efficient approximations and heuristics.
It is pertinent to mention here that, due to the parallel implementation of MixTreEM, increasing the number of clusters does not significantly affect the runtime performance. For instance, for MAMMAL, increasing the number of clusters from 2 to 10 increased the runtime of the clustering phase on average by a factor of 3 whereas for BIG, increasing it from 2 to 15 clusters increased the runtime only by a factor of 1.6. Note that the number of processors was kept to be equal to the number of species trees plus one for complete parallelism where the first process acts as a master and the rest act as slaves.
We observed that in the majority of the synthetic simulations, in the clustering phase, the BET according to MixTreEM was also the final tree selected by MixTreEM-DLRS. This may be interpreted in two ways. From an inference point of view, it demonstrates the potential of monocopy gene families in species tree reconstruction. From an application point of view, it supports the usage of the MixTreEM-only analysis for investigation of species phylogenies. The computational gain in such cases may be remarkable. For instance, from table 3, we can observe considerable runtime efficiency for MAMMAL analysis time for MixTreEM (7.2 h) in comparison to PHYLDOG (600 + h). Moreover, for MixTreEM-only analysis, the increase in runtime from 9 species (3.9 h) to 60 species (8.3 h) is just around 2-fold. This demonstrates the scalability of MixTreEM-only analysis for considerably large data sets.
Limitations
One of the limitations of the MixTreEM approach is that one needs to have monocopy gene families, that is, every species in the family have only one copy of the particular gene. Fortunately, it turns out that there is a considerable percentage of monocopy gene families across various clades of "Tree of Life" (Koonin et al. 2004; Waterhouse et al. 2011; De Smet et al. 2013) , possibly due to strong selective pressure, propensity of transfers to lineages with gene loss, or a duplication followed by losses of duplicated genes. Thus, even for biological studies containing very large phylogenies it may be possible to have enough monocopy gene families to use MixTreEM. Further, it is possible to construct monocopy gene families from multicopy gene families by removing copies. However, this may reduce the quality of the output.
Another limitation of MixTreEM is that genes are expected to be present in all the species under consideration. The EM algorithm is designed to handle unobserved variables and thus it is technically straightforward to extend MixTreEM to handle missing genes. However, we do not know how missing genes will affect the quality of output.
Future Directions
Our current framework deals with the phenomena of gene duplication and loss using the DLRS model to resolve the discordance between the gene trees and the species tree. However, it may easily be extended to include other such phenomena like LGT and incomplete lineage sorting if an appropriate tool, modeling one or more of these factors, is used in the selection phase. Another natural extension of our work arises in the reconstruction of a phylogenetic network, where given gene family data, a probable set of species trees may be reconstructed using MixTreEM. This set can subsequently be used to reconstruct a phylogenetic network. Although clustering methods are standard in machine learning and the structural EM has been applied several times before, we apply this methodology for the first time in order to remove a central obstacle to species tree reconstruction. This is likely to lead to development of faster clusteringbased species tree reconstruction methods as well as applications of the same methodology to other problems in phylogenomics.
Another interesting direction is to study the effects of the limitations mentioned in the previous section. That is, how does a limited number of monocopy gene families affect quality? How do artificially constructed monocopy families affect quality? How do missing genes affect quality?
Materials and Methods
Optimized SEMPHY Algorithm SEMPHY (Friedman et al. 2002 ) is an extension of Felsenstein's maximum likelihood algorithm (Felsenstein 1981) for phylogenetic inference where the topology and the edge lengths are calculated simultaneously. Below, we briefly describe SEMPHY as well as our optimization in it using Edmonds' Algorithm. SEMPHY will be revisited in the next section when we will derive our EM algorithm using SEMPHY as a subroutine.
SEMPHY is a structural EM algorithm for learning maximum-likelihood phylogenetic trees. In contrast to most phylogeny algorithms, it improves the topology in a highly nonlocal manner, which is likely to yield better time efficiency.
In the E-step, it uses the current tree topology and edge lengths to compute expected sufficient statistics. In the M-step, it searches for a topology that maximizes the likelihood with respect to these expected sufficient statistics. Importantly, the search for a better topology in the M-step is done globally and efficiently, as opposed to standard methods for topology search. Each iteration of this procedure increases the likelihood of the topology and thus the procedure must converge.
For SEMPHY, a random or Neighbor-Joining tree, T 0 is chosen as a starting tree, which is then improved iteratively as follows. The leaves of T 0 , denoted L, correspond to the members of the gene family under study. In the ith iteration, the joint distribution over ancestral sequences of pairs of vertices u and v of the current tree T iÀ1 is important. Of particular importance are the expected sufficient statistics of transitions from a character a at u to a character b at v for the link uv, with respect to this joint distribution (a link is an edge between an arbitrary pair of vertices u and v of T iÀ1 ). In the E-step, based on these expected sufficient statistics, "link weights," are computed for all links, which defines a weighted graph G i . The weight of a link is exactly the additive contribution the link would give to the expected log-likelihood of any tree that it would be included in. Consequently, in the M-step, a tree U i that maximizes the expected complete log-likelihood can be found by computing a maximum spanning tree in the weighted graph G i . We note that there might be some leaf nodes in the undirected spanning tree U i which may be internal vertices in T iÀ1 and vice versa. In other words, the set LðU i Þ may not be the same as LðT iÀ1 Þ where Lð:Þ denotes the set of leaves. We improve this by allowing only incoming edges to LðT iÀ1 Þ in G i . This may be achieved by setting the weights of all outgoing edges from LðT iÀ1 Þ in G i to minimum and finding a directed maximum spanning tree using Edmonds' optimum branching algorithm (Edmonds 1967; Tarjan 1977) .
We use an open source implementation of Edmonds' algorithm by Tofigh and Sj€ olund (2010) 
Derivation of the Structural EM Algorithm
The following notation is used. We will consider trees and graphs over a set of vertices V. The trees, both binary and nonbinary, that will be considered have a leaf set L and internal vertices I ¼ VnL.
A model is a tuple M ¼ ð; SÞ, where ¼ ð 1 ;. . . ; k Þ are the mixing weights (k, as above, is the number of candidate species trees), S ¼ ðS 1 ;. . .; S k Þ are the species trees. We also assume that we have a fixed set Â that consists of additional parameters for the sequence evolution. Furthermore, we have the following random variables. The cluster membership variables Z ¼ ðZ 1 ;. . .; Z n Þ determine from which species tree a gene family was generated. A gene family F i is defined as
where X u ½i; l is a random variable corresponding to the value of the lth nucleotide of the gene u in the gene family i and l i is the number of nucleotides in family F i ; note that we assume that the sequences have been aligned as a preprocessing step. A set of ancestral sequences corresponding to a gene family F i is denoted by H i ; we define H i ¼ fX u ½i; l j u 2 I; l 2 ½l i g to be the values of the internal vertices when the ith gene family is generated. The collections of gene families and ancestral sequences corresponding to them are denoted by F ¼ fF 1 ; F 2 ; . . .; F n g and H ¼ fH 1 ; H 2 ; . . .; H n g, respectively.
In the generative probabilistic model, for each i 2 ½n, Z i is sampled from a categorical distribution with parameter . Then F i and H i are sampled from the distribution induced by S z i and Â. Finally, F i is observed.
Our goal is to find a model with maximum likelihood. More precisely, we are given a complete likelihood function LðÁ; X; YÞ ¼ PðX; Y j ÁÞ, where X are the observed variables, Á is the model and Y are unobserved variables and we would like to find the value of Á that maximizes LðÁ; X; YÞ. In our case X consists of the gene families, Á is the model M consisting of the mixing probabilities and the set of species trees, and Y are the cluster membership variables and the ancestral sequences. Usually, it is not possible to optimize the complete likelihood function analytically so we need to resort to approximate methods. Furthermore, it is usually more convenient to work with the complete log-likelihood function which is the logarithm of the complete likelihood function. To this end, we use the EM algorithm that is one of the standard tools for this kind of optimization problems. Particularly, we employ the so-called soft variant of the EM algorithm. The soft EM algorithm is a sequential and during each iteration it executes two steps. In the E-step of iteration t, one assumes that the model Á tÀ1 is fixed and one computes the expected log-likelihood by summing over the values for the unobserved variables Y. Then in the Mstep, one fixes the values of Y computed in the E-step and finds the model Á t that maximizes the expected log-likelihood function. E-and M-steps are repeated until the algorithm converges. It can be shown that the EM algorithm converges to a local optimum. For a more thorough introduction to EM, we refer the reader to any machine learning textbook such as Bishop (2006) .
Let us now derive the EM algorithm for our problem. The complete likelihood is LðM; F; H; ZÞ
Consequently, the complete log-likelihood is LðM; F; H; ZÞ
In the E-step, the goal is to compute the expected complete log-likelihood. In this step, the model is considered being fixed and F is observed. It follows that the expected complete log-likelihood can be expressed as
where r i;c is the responsibility score of a cluster S c for its member F i , that is, r i;c ¼ PðZ i ¼ c j F i ; S; ÂÞ. To see this, let us consider the definition of expectation. We get
Further, let us consider how to compute
We follow the phylogenetic model by Friedman et al. (2002) . Then,
; where E(S) is the edge set of a species tree S, is the set of DNA, protein, or amino acid characters, and p 0 a!b ðuvÞ is the probability of substituting a by b along edge uv. This sum decomposes over the edges of the species tree, that is, we can write the sum as 
The first observation is that we can maximize the sum P i2½n r i;c E H i j F;M ½logPðF i ; H i j S 0 c ; Â 0 Þ independently for each tree S 0 c using the modified SEMPHY algorithm. For computing the likelihood of the data given a species tree, it suffices to notice that, as defined above, the likelihood is a sum of weights w T 0 ðuvÞ for the edge uv of S 0 c 0 . This weight is the same for each tree that uv is a member of, and the weight of the link uv, w(uv), is set to this common weight. Notice that only trees where L are leaves are considered. So only incoming links to the leaves L are considered. By applying Edmonds' algorithm, the maximum weight directed tree is obtained. By the above derivation, this tree together with its weights provides a global maximum of the expected complete log-likelihood. As mentioned in the previous section, this tree is not necessarily a valid species tree, that is, also some nodes outside L can be leaves. Thus, we convert it into a valid bifurcating species tree using a procedure introduced by Friedman et al. (2002) . Note that this procedure changes both the topology and the edge lengths.
The EM algorithm iteratively maximizes the expected complete log-likelihood until a solution is found. This will, except for very rare cases, provide a local solution of our maximumlikelihood problem. By the standard manner, performing the basic EM algorithm for many start solutions, we obtain an algorithm that typically outputs the set of trees that, with high probability, generates our observation (Friedman et al. 2002; Tofigh et al. 2011 ).
The DLRS Optimization Problem for Selection Phase Apart from generating a DLRS posterior PðG; l; j F; SÞ over the gene trees with edge lengths together with additional parameters, the PrIME-DLRS program also outputs the "best encountered state" during the MCMC simulation. That is, it provides the gene tree and edge lengths having the highest conditional likelihood, given the species tree and the sequences, as well as the value of that conditional likelihood. Given the k reconstructed species trees S from the clustering phase, the joint log-likelihood LðS j Þ for species tree S j 2 S; j 2 ½k, may be computed as
where F ¼ ðF 1 ; F 2 ; . . . ; F n Þ, and ðG PðF j S j Þ& arg max
where DðS j Þ is computed according to equation (5).
The MCS Method
A practical question in any mixture-model-based method is how to choose the number of the clusters (in our case, the number of the candidate species trees). This is a standard statistical problem with several potential solutions depending on the type of the model and the data, see, for instance, Fraley (1998) . We use a model-based selection of the number of the candidate species trees in MixTreEM. We call the method MCS, which is described below. The idea of the MCS method is very simple. The MCS method has a user-defined parameter m that determines the minimum number of candidate species trees. By default, it is set to 1. We start by setting k = m and reconstructing a set of k candidate species trees using MixTreEM. Then, we use MixTreEM to reconstruct a set of k + 1 candidate trees. The next step is to compare the BETs from both sets. If the topologies are the same, we stop and use k as the number of clusters. If not, then we increment k by one and reconstruct k + 1 trees and compare BETs from k and k + 1 trees. This is repeated until we have found k such that BETs from k and k + 1 trees have the same topology or the number of candidate trees equals the number of gene families. The steps are outlined in Algorithm 1. 
Supplementary Material
The DLRS model and the associated MCMC framework, tables S1-S4, and figures S1-S33 are available at Molecular Biology and Evolution online (http://www.mbe.oxfordjournals.org/).
